
 

 

Mobile Handset Industry gets the Green Signal– 

 Import of Mobile Handsets does not require WPC Licenses & ETA exemptions 

for R&D samples granted  

New Delhi, 14th September, 2018 

ICEA has welcomed the confirmation decision of DoT to come up with an explicit 

clarification which makes it clear that import of mobile handsets does not require WPC 

import licenses and therefore all imports of handsets should be regulated based on the 

DGFT governed import conditions, which has defined import of handsets as a freely 

importable item without requirement of any WPC licenses unlike for other products such as 

Radio Broadcast Transmitter, TV Broadcast Transmitter, Instrument Landing System, 

Radio Remote Control apparatus, Communication Jamming equipment etc.  

"ICEA, has always been leading efforts towards adoption and implementation of 

appropriate safety and performance standards related to the mobile handsets and its eco-

system and our efforts have led to growth of the mobile handset industry of in India overall. 

We wish to sincerely thank the Ministry of Telecommunication for bringing out the express 

clarification on 12-09-2018 which has completely put at rest the confusion over whether 

Mobile handset imports are covered under the WPC import licensing conditions or not. 

While as per the DGFT import conditions, mobile handset as a product category is always 

exempt from WPC licensing condition as it is defined as a freely importable item, however 

of late there was confusion in certain sections of the regulatory and compliance environment 

related to existence of such an exemption, which had brought fresh challenges for the 

industry”, says Mr. Pankaj Mohindroo, Chairman & National President of India Cellular & 

Electronics Association”.  

Mr. Mohindroo further thanked DoT for bringing out a suitable clarification/ notification 

with regards to import of demo/ R&D and testing samples without ETA, “All handsets 

which are being imported for the purpose of R&D, demo and testing are now exempt from 

ETA. These measures are most welcome and will go long way in improving the ease of 

doing business for the mobile handset industry”.  

It may be clarified here that brands importing mobile cellular handsets with in-built Wi-Fi 

and Bluetooth features are often required for Equipment Type Approval (ETA) 



certifications from the respective WPC wing of DoT, which affects the ability of Brands to 

launch products in market in a predictable and timely manner.  

 

ICEA had taken up this issue with the Ministry of Telecommunication (DoT) in early 2018 

pointing out that the mobile handset industry has been suffering from hardships due to this 

particular compliance requirement which is not necessary at all. Both the import of mobile 

handsets into India for sale and import of samples used for testing, R&D and demo were 

under challenge due to the prior requirement of Licensing and ETA requirements without 

which import consignments were not cleared. 
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